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In this, our first-ever Top Chef Challenge, five of the region’s exceptional
culinary talents go taste for taste in the kitchen! For this one-day competition, we asked each chef – chosen for their creative, satisfying approaches to
cuisine—to put a seasonal spin on one of their signature dishes. The results
were judged by three local stars of the food world: Pulitzer Prize-winner
and Los Angeles Times food critic, JONATHAN GOLD, Top Chef Masters
Season 4 judge and LAist food editor, KRISTA SIMMONS, and Executive
Chef of The Royce at the Langham Huntington, DAVID FÉAU.
Together, we piled into a van and traveled to each competitor’s restaurant over the course of an afternoon, eating, drinking, and evaluating
each plate for its presentation, originality, adherence to the challenge
and overall taste. As the day wore on and the Torrontés gave way to Cava
and Txakolina, the atmosphere in the minivan got steadily livelier. It was
fascinating to hear these professional foodies expound on the virtues of
“low hanging fish” (Féau, for his part, has stopped serving tuna at The
Royce), confess an obsession with vintage candy (Simmons says she
has “issues” with it), and (from Gold, of course) share the revelation that
brains taste like tofu. We hope you enjoy this peek inside the process.

Meet the Contestants ◊
november 2012
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THE CHEF
Matt Poley, Heirloom LA
After launching their business “with a backpack
and a pasta machine,” in Poley’s words, Heirloom
LA has grown into a successful food truck and
catering company, bringing its earthy, inventive
seasonal fare everywhere from weddings to
film sets. The success of Heirloom LA’s famed
lasagna cupcakes, now shipped nationwide in
flavors like Veal Osso Bucco and Sweet Corn
Mascarpone, has enabled Poley, a protégée of
Gino Angelini, and his partner Tara Maxey to
add a new tasting room to their Eagle Rock mini
empire. Keep an eye out for public salon dinners
hosted with local purveyors every third week.

(Cuisine)

THE DISH
Deconstructed Pasta Fagioli
Fresh agnolotti filled with a borlotti bean puree, served with fresh bean bruschetta, yellow
tomatillos and vine ripened tomatoes, shaved
black truffle, dehydrated lemon oil, house
cured prosciutto and grated Grana Padano,
garnished with bean blossoms.

THE VERDICT
This modern take on an Italian peasant staple
was “nicely conceptualized,” said Gold, who
appreciated that Poley had used boiled
parmesan rind in the cooking. “It’s very sort of
1890’s Naples,” he said. Simmons liked “how
it took you from the seed and the flower to
the finished product.” Féau enjoyed the bold
colors of the dish but felt the raw beans could
have been blanched. “This is where you get
the flavor,” he said. Simmons highlighted the
richness of the bean puree: “I can’t believe
there wasn’t cheese in the agniolotti!”
4126 Verdugo Rd., Los Angeles.
855.456.6652 or heirloomla.com
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THE DISH
Scallop Chanterelle Chowder
Seared scallop with oatmeal hazelnut crust on a sweet
potato puree, served with a chanterelle chestnut lentil
bacon ragout on the side.

THE CHEF
Top Chef Masters judge Krista Simmons

THE VERDICT
“It was a really nice reflection of fall,” said Gold, and Féau agreed that
it was “well seasoned and well cooked,” though he would have preferred all the elements in a bowl – “the puree dissolving into the broth.”
Simmons enjoyed the lightness and comforting fall flavors but found
the oatmeal crust a tad undercooked. Gold joked that it wasn’t a true
Quenioux dish “without a pile of duck hearts on the plate,” and then proclaimed the Chanterelle ragout “the single best thing we ate all day.”
70 N. Raymond Ave., Pasadena. 626.795.3999 or verticalwinebistro.com
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Laurent Quenioux,
Vertical Wine Bistro
At the pop-up restaurants the Sologne, France
native does all over Los Angeles, ingredients
such as ant larvae and cannabis have been
known to show up on the menu. Things are a bit
more tame at Vertical Wine Bistro, but you’ll still
find some of Pasadena’s most interesting cuisine, from a wide selection of artisanal cheeses to
specials like pork braised with cocoa and honey.
For Quenioux, his main goal as Executive Chef is
to reflect the season and complement the wine
program. And, he adds, “I never repeat a dish
twice. I never have and I never will.”

november 2012
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THE CHEF

THE DISH

Lalo Sanchez, Parkway Grill

Parkway’s Fall Lamb

Parkway Grill has been called the Spago of
Pasadena, and this perennial favorite has been
serving seasonal American cuisine to local diners
since 1985, long before the term “farm to table”
was on everybody’s lips. Executive Chef Lalo
Sanchez, born in Mexico City, received no formal
culinary training; instead, he apprenticed here
and in other kitchens and worked his way up. Today he regularly teaches cooking classes around
Pasadena and at Parkway Grill, where the on-site
organic garden provides constant inspiration.

(Cuisine)

Colorado lamp chops served over chestnut-and-potato puree
in a potato skin, with kale, butternut squash and pearl onions,

THE VERDICT
As the server brought out plates with a
distinct Thanksgiving feel, Gold noted
that “this is someone who’s following the
rules.” Simmons liked “the embracing of
the seasonality and the use of color on the
plate.” Féau would have liked to see more of
a variety of textures, while Simmons gave a
special mention to the cranberry reduction.
510 South Arroyo Parkway, Pasadena.
626.795.1001 or theparkwaygrill.com
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THE DISH
Cochinillo Asado with Autumn Accents
Suckling pig au jus with shitake mushrooms, parsnip
puree with crème fraiche, grapes and caramelized pearl
onions with sherry bloomed raisins.

indulge your palate
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THE CHEF
Teresa Montaño, Ración
A veteran of Susan Feniger’s Ciudad and
the Border Grill food truck, Montaño and
her partner Loretta Peng fell “madly in love”
with Basque cuisine in San Sebastian, Spain,
and now Pasadena is benefiting from their
obsession. Planned for a downtown L.A. location that fell through, Ración opened in the
former Tre Venezie space in March, offering a
seafood heavy menu and Spanish wines that
complement a California culinary sensibility.
They’ve already garnered several raves, and
reservations are typically recommended.

THE VERDICT
Before he’d even had a bite, Féau praised the aroma of the suckling pig, a Friday tradition at Ración. “When they brought it to the table
you could smell the roast,” he enthused. Simmons agreed, “It smelled very homey and warm and welcoming. It was fun to tap the
crackling on the skin,” she added. Said Gold, “This dish was focused, probably the most focused of anything we’ve had.” In Simmons’
opinion, “It had a distinct point of view, culinarily speaking. It was something exciting, something different, especially for this area.”
119 West Green St., Pasadena. 626.396.3090 or racionrestaurant.com
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THE DISH

THE CHEF

Grilled Japanese Baby Octopus

Tim Guiltinan, The Raymond

Grilled octopus and pineapple on avocado-and-squash “marble,”
with hearts of palm in a yellow chile vinaigrette.

Trained at Le Cordon Bleu and influenced by
molecular gastronomy as much as traditional French cooking, Guiltinan has brought this
Pasadena mainstay of 35 years into the 21st
century. “We’re giving people something
different when they come out to eat,” says
the Orange County local, now in his 5th year
as Executive Chef. While there will always be
something on the menu to satisfy the steakand-potatoes lover, Guiltinan keeps things
fresh and fun by switching out one or two
menu items every couple weeks, based on
market availability. Says the chef, “For me,
everything is alive in the kitchen.”

Chef David Féau and Simmons in discussion

THE VERDICT
“It was very colorful and very light,” said Feau,
although he felt the dish wasn’t in line with fall’s
flavors. Simmons agreed. “I would love to have that
on a summer afternoon, throw that baby octopus
on the grill.” Still, she added, “the avocado marble
was pretty. It’s nice that he’s doing something that’s
a little more reflective of the culinary scene in
L.A.” Gold, who proclaimed the octopus “perfectly
cooked,” made a point of inquiring about Guiltinan’s
exact technique (marinated, cooked sous vide for 45
minutes and then flash grilled). “I wouldn’t be unhappy running across this dish someplace,” he said.
1250 South Fair Oaks Avenue, Pasadena. 626.441.3136
or theraymond.comverticalwinebistro.com

DON’T MISS
THE PARTY!
To taste each dish and find out which chef our
judges chose as the winner, don’t miss Pasadena
Magazine’s November Hot Off the Press Party at
City Hall on November 8th. For more information and to rsvp visit pasadenarose.com/events.
To view the recipes for each dish, visit our blog at
pasadenamagazine.tumblr.com
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